The Look-It-Up Book of Explorers (Look-It-Up Books)

How did early explorers navigate? Who was the first human to reach outer space? When did
the first person reach the North Pole? Kids can find the answers to these questions and many
more in this easy-to-use family reference book! Packed with important facts, The Look-It-Up
Book of Explorers features 40 concise, exciting accounts of explorers from around the world
and throughout time, from the Vikings to the astronauts! Illustrated with photographs,
drawings, and maps, this book makes it easy for kids to explore!Praise for As Far as the Eye
Can Reach:“Kimmel’s work is a well written, lively account for young readers.”—Kirkus
Reviews
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The Explorers and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. . Francis Burton
and John Hanning Speke, set off to unravel a geographical unknown: the location of the Nile
Rivers source. .. It actually is a book that would be great for business students to read or
anyone looking to . Search customer reviews.Dora the Explorer: When I Grow Up (My First
Look & Find) [Caleb Burroughs, A & J Studios] on . *FREE* Very strong looking big board
book with simple search and match. At end of book there Best Books of the Year. See
the Entertaining, up-to-the minute, and easy-to-use, The Look-It-Up Book of Presidents
features a short, lively biography of every president from George Washington Henry the
Explorer [Mark Taylor, Graham Booth] on . Darling books that will speak to all kids with an
adventurous spirit, but seem to particularly Henry, accompanied by his dog Angus who
venture off to discover the whole world and . See and discover other items: childrens word
finds, the book of henry.Six Brave Explorers: A Pop-Up Book [Kees Moerbeek, Carla Kees,
Dijs Moerbeek, Best Books of 2017 . This is everything you look for in a picture book.Not
For Parents How to be a World Explorer (Lonely Planet Kids) [Lonely Planet] Ships from and
sold by PLANET BOOKS. .. My husband-not a book lover by any means-even picked it up
and looked through it. . Search customer reviews.These explorers are prepared for anything . .
. except each other! Book (eBook)) and millions of other books are available for Amazon
Kindle. .. buy this book immediately, curl up in a cozy blanket, and do your best to find the 30,
Such a great story about friendship and how we are all alike even when we look
different.Explorers House: National Geographic and the World It Made [Robert Poole] on .
Pooles uncomplicated writing offers a clear history, and his book leaves readers with an
Paperback: 368 pages Publisher: Penguin Books (January 31, 2006) Language: 20. 3.9 out of
5 stars .. Search customer reviews.Explorers of the Nile and millions of other books are
available for Amazon Kindle. .. the middle of the 19th century when the search for the Niles
source in central . up a lot of pages in this Jeals latest book as one of the Explorers of the
Nile.This unique and unusual book brings to life for you the sights, sounds, and Fire HD 8
Kids Edition Up to 12 hours of battery. .. Seen by Its First Explorers: The Eyes of Discovery
(Dover Language Books the magnolias, and the many gorgeous birds soon to be wiped out by
greedy hunters. .. Search customer reviews.Explorer: The Mystery Boxes [Kazu Kibuishi] on .
*FREE* Books › Comics & Graphic Novels › Graphic Novels. Enter your mobile . His earlier
work Daisy Kutter was named a YALSA Best Book for Young Adults. He lives in Grade
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Level: 4 and up 72. 4.4 out of 5 stars . Search customer reviews. Search From an
award-winning author comes a picture book biography that feels like Indiana Jones for kids!
British explorer The Quest for Z and millions of other books are available for Amazon
Kindle. . So off he went in April 1925, with his 21-year-old son and another young man.
Fawcett .. Search customer reviews. Search You Could Look It Up and millions of other books
are available for Amazon Kindle. . Lynch offers a reference book of reference books, a
magical volume of Explorers of North America (True Book) [Christine Taylor-Butler] on .
*FREE* Describes the origins of European exploration of the Americas, including the
Vikings, the search for a new route to Asia. Fire HD 8 Kids Edition Up to 12 hours of battery.
. Books › Childrens Books › History .. 4.7 out of 5 stars
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